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MOVING FORWARD:  HEAL, ADAPT, GROW

Sunday, February 9th

ROOM

9:00 – 11:00 a.m. NDSCA Board Meeting Renoir/Russell

10:00 – 4:00 p.m Registration Open Ballroom Foyer

10:00-12:30 p.m. Book Sales- Dr. Wicks Ballroom Foyer

10:30 a.m. NDMHCA Luncheon/Business

Meeting Van Gogh/Remington

11:00 a.m. NDSCA Advisory Board Luncheon Hudson

11:00 a.m. First Timers/New Member

Orientation Wyeth/Rockwell

12:00 – 5:00 p.m. Exhibits Open Upper Level

12:30 WELCOME TO CONFERENCE Galleria Ballroom

Keynote Speaker:  Dr. Robert Wicks

“The Resilient Clinician:  Strengthening the Inner Life of the Counselor”

2:00 -2:50 p.m. Book signing with Dr. Wicks Ballroom Foyer

BREAK – BALLROOM FOYER

VISIT EXHIBITS
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CONCURRENT SESSIONS 2:50 – 3:40 p.m.

 “Overview of DSM-5”(100 minutes)       Rembrandt

This session will explore the changes made in the Diagnostic Statistical Manual and how this will 
influence the work of clinicians in private practice, agencies and other settings.  It will include an 
instruction in these changes as well as an opportunity to practice.          Dr. Renee Boomgaarden

“Cool Technology Tools for Counselors”           Picasso/DaVinci

 
QR Codes. . . Wikispaces . . .. Google Docs … have you heard of these and are scared to use
them?  These are  just  a  few of  the exciting online tools  that  will  be  shared to enrich your
information delivery methods.  All the online tools that will be shared during this presentation
are free to  the public  and do not require  a large amount of  technological  knowledge.   This
program will provide hands-on experience working with these tools so please feel free to bring a
laptop, tablet, or a smart phone/iPhone to get the most of the experience.    Dana Strand/Dr.
Lisa Karch

 “Skills Gap Continues to Grow”        New York II

In  2008,  Job  Trends  and  Skill  Gaps  Illustrated  that  soft  skills  were  lacking  in  the  upcoming
workforce.  Five years later, current studies shows that from classroom to the workplace, the skill
gap  remains:   52%  have  inadequate  problem-solving  skills;  40%  have  inadequate  basic
employability skills. In addition to the soft skills, technical skills are showing a gap in what the
employers need and what is available:  36% lack adequate technology/computer skills.  Bryn
Halgrimson
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 “Growing a Practice in Rural ND”  (panel)  Renoir/Russell

Panel  group  to  discuss  advantages  and  disadvantages  of  practicing  private  mental  health
counseling in rural ND.  Address challenges to start a practice with focus on ethical concerns.
Focus on logistics of starting your own practice.   Deb Elhard, Kris Long, Stacey Meehl, Susan
Simile

“Moving Forward:  Learning to Heal, Adapt, and Grow as a New School Counselor”

VanGogh/Remington

Beginning a new job as a school counselor can be quite overwhelming.  Come learn how to move
forward as a successful school counselor.  You will leave with many practical tools for your new
profession. Gayle Nelson, Jean Baird, Heidi Roberts

          “Clinical Supervision of School Counselors”                      Liberty/Manhattan

Professional clinical supervision of school counselors has as an effective means of enhancing the 
professional development of practitioners.  This program will examine current research and 
practice while providing an open forum for discussion of this important strategy for continuing 
the professional development of school counselors.    Dr. Steven F. Hundley

             “Moving Forward:  A Process of Implementing the ASCA 3.0 Model”             Wyeth/Rockwell

Participants will be provided with an overview of how the Grand Forks Public School District’s
School Counselors have begun to implement the ASCA 3.0 Model.  Topics to include:  Strategic
Planning, garnering support, using a book study approach to increase investment and more.

Melissa Mickelson, Ginny Blake, Amy Geinert, Bernie Houdek, Marilyn Ripplinger

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 3:50 – 4:40 p.m.

 “Secondary Trauma:  Managing Self-care in Helping Others Heal” Picasso/DaVinci

This program will focus on identifying and managing the stress that results from working with and
caring  for  people  who  have  been  traumatized.   Issues  surrounding  secondary  trauma  will  be
explored including the symptoms of Secondary Traumatic Stress, Compassion Fatigue, and Vicarious
Traumatization.   Although  the  presenters  will  organize  the  program  to  be  applicable  to  most
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clientele, special attention will be given to working with vulnerable populations such as children
and  the  elderly.   The  presentation  will  include  a  number  of  strategies  to  effectively  manage
secondary  trauma.   Self-care  domains  such  as  physical,  psychological,  emotional,  and  spiritual
health will be included.             Dr. Jeremy Carney, Dr. Lisa Karch

 “Learning, the Brain, and Addiction”      New York II

Brains are amazing.  A brief overview of brain structure and function will be presented.  From
there, we will look at how destructive behaviors affect the brain, behaviors such as marijuana,
alcohol, low physical activity, and poor nutrition.  Finally, we will review suggestions for shaping
positive behaviors and healthy choices.       Gail Schauer

“Workforce Pipeline:  Moving Forward to Heal, Adapt, and Grow Health Care Professionals”
                                                        

VanGogh/Remington

Current Status:  Supply and demand for health care providers; Role of the School Counselor to
move forward to find healers, adapt programs to grow our own; Agents:  Schools, Job Service,
Center  for  Rural  Health,  Higher  Education  (NDUS)  and  ND  Area  Health  Education  Center;
Programs:  HOSA, SCRUBS Inter Professional Education              John M. Graham

 “Evolving Technology in Career Exploration, Planning and Program Evaluation”
Liberty/Manhattan

This session is a review of Web-Based Resources that can be used to enhance each student’s
career exploration and planning experience.  The presentation will also include a demonstration
of how technology can be used to document Career Development Activities completed by your
students as well as assist in evaluating your program.  The review will include the MyLife/MyLife
Junior Budget Activities, Career Jeopardy Games, Nail That Job Resume Writing Booklet, and a
Virtual  Resume  Writing  Activity.   The  demonstration  will  include  the  use  of  Google  Docs
Applications, Survey Monkey, and Meeting Wizard.  Plan to attend if you would like to fill your
tool box.    Steve Beutler
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 “Section 504 in Schools “ (an overview)           Wyeth/Rockwell

Schools  are  required  to  provide  students  with  disabilities  appropriate  educational  services
designed to meet individual needs of such students to the same extent as the needs of students
without disabilities are met.                Michele Burian

4:45 p.m. NDSCA Division Meeting – New York II
NDECA Division Meeting – VanGogh/Remington
NDSSWA Division Meeting – Renoir/Russell

6:30 p.m. SILENT AUCTION AND SOCIAL- - “LIVE OLYMPICS COVERAGE”
GALLERIA BALLROOM

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2014

7:45 – 8:20 a.m. Breakfast and Presentation – ND National Guard
Galleria Ballroom

8:00-11:00 a.m. Registration Open – Ballroom Foyer

8:00 – 4:00 p.m. Exhibits Open- Upper Level

CONTENT SESSIONS: 8:30 – 9:20 a.m.

 “Back to the Basics:  General Psychology” (100 minutes)                                Renoir/Russell

It has probably been a while since you took a general psychology class.  This session will offer an
opportunity to re-familiarize yourself with some of the research that contributed to what we
currently know about behavior and mental processes.  This session may even help grow your
knowledge.                         Kristi Bitz

 “Classroom Counsel:  Elementary Sharing Session”                       Rembrandt
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Come one -  come all  to  share  your  latest  and  greatest  counseling  resources!   For  diversity
purposes:  Consider bringing something from the academic domain if your last name begins with
A-I; career development J-R; personal/social development S-Z; Happy networking happens here.

                Diane Wagner

 “At Risk Behaviors:  What are They and How Can we Address them?  (100 minutes)
              Picasso/DaVinci

The newly released 2013 North Dakota youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) data is now available.  
This session will review the ND data, compare state data to national data, and look at 
longitudinal data.  The new data reveals North Dakota youth show a decrease in some risk 
behaviors, but continue to engage in others that affect their short and long-term health habits.  
Discussion will focus on how to identify and address priority at-risk behaviors within the schools 
and communities.  A portion of time will be used to allow participants to share their experiences,
concerns, and solutions within their communities.      Gail Schauer

“Living Online”                       Liberty/Manhattan

Discover ways to help middle and high school students and their parents and caregivers learn to 
better manage their online presence.  Snapshot, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube will 
be discussed.  Curriculum pieces developed by NDSU Center for 4-H Specialist will be shared.

Dr. Rachelle Vettern and Dr. Sharon Query

 “The Support Circle – Supplemental Support for Families Affected by Abuse”
Wyeth/Rockwell

The Support Circle is an online support community designed to help parents with children who 
have disclosed sexual abuse and teens who have been victims of sexual abuse.  Provides access 
to professional services, interactive forums, and the ability for families to connect with others 
who have experienced abuse. Jessica Haefner

“What is College and Career Readiness?” Van Gogh/Remington

Gain a greater understanding of College and Career Readiness and make connections between
Common Core State Standards,  21st Century Skills,  and Career Planning to  ensure successful
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transition from secondary education to career and/or college.  Learn how Roads To Success, a
comprehensive  college and career  readiness  curriculum,  can help  to  bridge the gap in  your
career development plan.           Jody Breker and Susan Kleingarn

 “The Discrimination Model for Clinical Supervision”                       New York II

Currently one of the most commonly used and professionally researched integrative models of 
supervision is the Discrimination Model.  The program will examine the strategy, methodology, 
and usefulness of this model for clinical supervision. Dr. Steven F. Hundley

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 9:30 – 10:20 A.M.

 “Secondary/Middle/Junior High Sharing Session”         Rembrandt

Middle/Junior High and Secondary school counselors are invited to share classroom guidance
activities,  helpful  websites,  organizational  tools,  small  group  activities,  positive  school-wide
activities,  PowerPoint  presentations,  etc.  that  have  been effective  in  their  school  counseling
programs.  All who attend are encouraged to bring something to share.  However, this is not
required.  Please attend to learn about fresh ideas for your school counseling program.

   Wayne Jundt and Callie Olson

 “Overview of Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT): Individual and Group Counseling”

    Liberty/Manahattan

Beginnings and overview of DBT, individual counseling with DBT, and DBT group counseling, 
including review of Mindfulness, Emotional Regulation, Interpersonal Effectiveness, and Distress 
Tolerance.         Dr. Paulette Aasen

“ Laugh Therapy:  A Serious Look”             Wyeth/Rockwell

Need a good laugh?  We know that laughter promotes healing, deep breathing, reduces stress.
And abdominal muscles contract and massage our internal organs.  We will cover some easy
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ways to induce and introduce laughter into your day.  Participants are encouraged to bring their
favorite joke to share.            Bryn Halgrimson

 “Dynamics of Batterers”   Van Gogh/Remington

Participants will learn the various characteristics and typologies of men who batter.  They will 
identify the three typologies researched by Holzworth-Monroe and Stuart.

               Dennis Larkin

“GUESS what?  Strategies to Engage Girls in Nontraditional CTE Courses”     New York II

Do you have females enrolled in your CTE classes?  How do you spark a female’s interest in
welding?  We will  go through the GUESS model, a successful  outreach program with proven
results that show females gaining interest and enrollment in nontraditional courses.  We will also
explore techniques from the SciGirls Seven, which will provide hands-on classroom strategies to
engage even the toughest students!                 Carrie Leopold

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 10:40 – 11:30 a.m.

 “Making Decisions . . . The Right Way”                              Renoir/Russell

Making Decisions . .The Right Way will provide participants with three fundamental tips for using
data to help students reach their full potential:  1.  Identifying red, yellow, and green students; 2.
Developing differentiated lessons in 5 minutes; 3.  Building at-risk seating charts with purpose.

            Dr. Cory Steiner

 “Mental Health Counselor Sharing Session”                            Wyeth/Rockwell

Come and share your ideas, thoughts, concerns, and celebrations with other Mental Health 
Counselors serving clients outside the school setting.  All attendees welcome!

      Dr. Erin Klingenberg
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“Learn How to Complete the ACE & Get a College Credit Too”                   Van Gogh/Remington

School Counselors will learn how to align their existing programs with the ASCA National Model 
by preparing to apply for the ACE (NDSCA’s “Award of Counseling Excellence”). Counselors will 
also learn about the opportunity to earn a college credit while completing the ACE application.

    Amy Geinert

11:30 – Noon Graduate Student Poster Sessions – Pool Area

“Utilizing Exposure and Response Prevention:  A Tool for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder”
Erin O’Connell

“The Power of Motivation: Understanding Intrinsic Motivation to Help At-Risk Students Move

Forward in College”    Lindsey Levin

“The Impact of Social Networking on Our Well-Being”                        Megan Degenstein

“Connecting the Nurtured Heart Approach and Counseling:  It’s not just for Parenting 
Anymore”                                                                                                          Tracy Hansen

“Complicated Grief and Suicide Survivors”                                      Stephanie Pelletier

“Applying Person-Centered Approach to Working with LGBT Adolescents”    Martina Velic

“The Benefits of Using Animal Assisted Therapy in Counseling Trauma Victims”     

                                                                                                                                                 Brea Grueneich

“The Imposter Phenomenon:  How it Relates to Counseling”                         Sara Mack

Noon – 1:00 p.m.  Awards Luncheon – Galleria Ballroom

1:00 – 1:30 p.m. Graduate Student Poster Sessions continue – Pool Area

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 1:40 – 2:30 p.m.

“Reading the Tells ( 2 – 100 minute sessions)                     Rembrandt
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Reading the Tells is a powerful training seminar that gives you practical techniques, tools and
strategies for understanding and using non-verbal communication for the highest impact and
effectiveness.   Become a highly respected teacher,  counselor,  administrator,  HR professional,
attorney  or  sales  rep.   The degree  of  career  success  you  enjoy  is  dictated  by  your  skills  in
communicating with others on the job.   Jerry Balistreri

“ Get to Know RU Ready ND”                           Wyeth/Rockwell

This  session  will  introduce  participants  to  the  new  RU  Ready  ND.   Designed  to  be  an
interactive session, participants will be invited to identify favorite features from the original
RU Ready ND and then will be shown how to locate them on the new RU Ready ND.

          Craig Bass

“How I Came to be Where I am!  A personal trip of a Child of an Alcoholic”                New York II

(100 minutes)
This is a story of change and the process of understanding the dynamics of substance abuse in
families.  The roles of an alcoholic home and how these roles create a static state vs. dynamic
development.   My  hope  is  that  participants  will  be  able  to  serve  individuals  affected  by
substance  abuse  and  addiction  in  their  communities  by  gaining  some  insight  to  the  chaos.
Presentation objectives:  Understanding individual POWER, making decisions to change your life,
learn to help others to change by letting go.              Donald O. Olson

 “Play vs. Play Therapy”  (100 minutes)                           Picasso/Da Vinci

Learn the difference between play and play therapy, the differences in directive versus non-
directive theories, and the process of Experiential Play Therapy.                 Valerie Meyers

“North Dakota Academic and CTE Scholarships”                 Renoir/Russell

North  Dakota  residents  may  apply  for  either  the  Academic  Scholarship  or  the  Career  and
Technical Education (CTE) Scholarship.  Students who are eligible for the CTE Scholarship are due
to scores from ACT or Workkeys tests.  Students eligible for the Academic Scholarship are due to
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ACT scores.  These scores, along with other eligibility requirements, are factors in the awarding
of the scholarships                               Michele Burian

“ Multimeda Tools for Counselors from PBS and Prairie Public”   Van Gogh/Remington

This presentation will explore various resources available through Prairie Public, PBS and other
public  media  member  stations.   Participants  will  be  introduced  to  multimedia  tools  and
informative websites with particular focus on “Little Children, Big Challenges” initiatives from
Sesame Workshop, and local “Stand Up ND” anti-bullying project.         Daniel S. Anderson

 “A New Way to Heal Stress & Overwhelm”         Liberty/Manhattan

Are you sometimes overwhelmed by listening to other people’s problems?  Or would you like a
new tool to help your stressed out clients?  Jessica Brosssart is a skilled Emotional Freedom
Techniques  (EFT  or  Tapping)  Practitioner  that  has  helped  individuals  and  groups  learn  this
effective technique and apply it immediately … with powerful results.  For more information, go
to http://www.midwestnaturalhealthcenter.com/ or “like” us on Facebook.         Jessica Brossart

CONCURRENT SESSIONS 2:40 – 3:30 p.m.

“A Deeper Look at RU Ready ND”           Wyeth/Rockwell

This session will explore features that are new on the current version of RU Ready ND.  These
include:   financial  aid  calculators,  milestones,  and  The  North  Dakota  Individual  Career  and
Academic Plan (ICAP) among others.                         Craig Bass

 “Counselor Supervision Issues & Answers”                 Renoir/Russell

Current issues in school counselor  supervision and clinical  mental  health supervision will  be
addressed generally, then specifics will  be addressed in two separate groups to focus on the

http://www.midwestnaturalhealthcenter.com/
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unique aspects  of  school  and clinical  counselor  supervision.    Dr.  Robert  Nielsen/Dr.  James
Korcuska

“The Sandwich Generation:  How to Balance it all Without Getting Squeezed”

   Van Gogh/Remington

1 in every 8 Americans is caring for an elderly parent while still raising a child.  Some families are
also caring for grandchildren (club sandwich).  This juggling act can be difficult at times.  We will
explore  how  this  impacts  all  parts  of  the  sandwich  (grandchildren,  children,  parents,
grandparents) and ways each part can work together to prevent burnout and to make this stage
of life, for all parts, more fulfilling.  What part of the sandwich are you?  Rebecca McConnachie

 “Feathered Friends”                       Liberty/Manhattan

How could you enhance your elementary classroom guidance for the 21st Century learner?  Join
us to learn how two counselors have integrated technology, music and games in their lessons.
Participants will view on-line resources (Symbaloo & Dropbox) and see how student learning can
be reinforced and assessed through the use of a variety of games.    Robin Lang/Linda Anderson

BREAK - - ENJOY REFRESHMENTS IN BALLROOM FOYER

VISIT EXHIBITORS- - THANK THEM FOR ATTENDING AND SHARING THEIR RESOURCES

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 3:50 – 4:40 p.m.

“RU Ready ND for the Future”                          Wyeth/Rockwell

Come to meet Robert Tritt, North Dakota’s Client Success Leader for XAP. The parent company
for  RUREADYND.com.  In this  session, Robert  will  talk about the future, the new statewide
access to PAWS and give you the opportunity to visit with him about what is or is not working for
you in this move to the new Transitions platform.                     Robert Tritt

“Having a BLAST with BLST!”                             Renoir/Russell
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Are you feeling overwhelmed with an increased number of At-Risk students?  The main purpose
of a “Building Level Support Team” is to provide preventative early intervention for students who
appear at-risk for school failure.  Join Beach High School BLST members as they share 10 years of
successes and failures!  You will leave with several intervention ideas!

      Leanne Benes, Shae Peplinski, Carla Steffen, Karla Zimdars

“Retirement – Preparing for another New Life Experience”             Picasso/DaVinci

Thinking about retiring?  It’s more than how much money is in your retirement account.  In
counselor language, it’s a process - - and as much emotional as financial.  How do you prepare?
Information will be beneficial for personal transitions and for use with clients considering this
move.       Deb Elhard

 “Issues in Clinical Supervision in North Dakota”      New York II

This open forum will be used to allow participants to discuss clinical supervision for counselors in
North Dakota and express interests and ideas.  Problematic areas will be clarified and potential
solutions will be examined. Dr. Steven F. Hundley

 “Prezi – the New PowerPoint”    Van Gogh/Remington

Teachers  and  counselors  have  used  powerpoint  as  their  “go  to”  program  for  disseminating
information to students and parents for years.  However, changing over to a free, new format
called “Prezi” has many advantages.  In this highly interactive session, counselors will:  Learn the
advantages of using Prezi; See examples of successful Prezi’s; Practice creating their own Prezi.
Participants should bring their laptop.  Liz Kappel, Tyler Kurtz, Melissa Wahlin

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 4:50 – 5:40 p.m.

 “ Relax and Enjoy:  Handmade Body Butter and Soap”                           Wyeth/Rockwell

Take a few minutes to learn how to create handmade body butter bars and gorgeous glycerine
soap!  We’ll use soothing natural scents from essential oils and colors to stimulate your creative
side.  Easy melt-n-pour techniques, with full recipes for you to use at home.  You’ll pick up your
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finished products packaged in beautiful, ready-to-enjoy containers.  No experience necessary.
Limited to 25 participants. Linae A. Bieber

 “Homelessness in North Dakota:  McKinney Vento Homeless Education Act”      Renoir/Russell

Participants will hear about the impact of homelessness in North Dakota, the McKinney-Vento
Homeless Education Act’s required services for homeless students in every North Dakota school
district, and the responsibilities of each district’s homeless liaison.             Rachelle Vettern
 And Sharon Query

 “Get Educated … Because it’s More Than its Name Implies!”                       New York II

If  you  were  aware  of  a  program  that  provides  young  women  an  opportunity  to  earn
scholarships  while  developing  greater  self-confidence  in  interview,  public  speaking,
leadership, and networking skills,  would you not strongly encourage them to participate?
There is a program that does just that, but due to stigma and stereotyping, counselors are
often just as quick to overlook it as the young women they serve.  This session will provide
information on one of the nation’s leading achievement programs and scholarship providers:
The Miss America Organization.  Last year alone, this organization provided more than $45
million in cash & scholarship assistance to the young women who participated in national,
state, and local competitions.  Because young women have so much to gain from these state
& local  programs,  it  is  my hope that you might  consider learning more about what this
“pageant” is truly about.  You may be pleasantly surprised. . I know I was!

          April Hendrickson

 “AdvancED – What it Will Mean for North Dakota School Counselors”
VanGogh/Remington

The Department of Public Instruction has chosen to utilize AdvancED for the internal review
accreditation process starting in the fall of 2014.  This session will cover the School Counseling
Program review process that has been recently developed from the  ASCA National Model:  A
Framework for  School Counseling Programs, 3rd Edition.     Participants will  learn the criteria
which will be used in reviewing school counseling programs for school accreditation.  Dotti Dixon
Schmeling, Linda Anderson, Bruce Wold

5:45 p.m. - - NDACES Division Meeting - - Renoir/Russell
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NDCDA Division Meeting - - Van Gogh/Remington

6:30 p.m. - - Emerging Leaders Mixer - - New York I and II

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2014

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 8:00 – 8:50 a.m.

“LAUNCH!  What is it and What Can it Do for your Students?”                            Renoir/Russell

Learn the basics of an innovative program developed in partnership between Lake Region State College 
and the University of North Dakota and what services it offers to students to help them to be success in 
their freshman year.                                                                              Cindy Rerick

“Children’s Exposure to Violence and Evidence-Based Treatments of Trauma”        Rembrandt

(100 minutes)

 Children are more likely to exposed to violence and crime than adults.  Everyday we lose five children in
this country to violent deaths caused by abuse and neglect.  In this session, we will provide participants
with  an  overview  of  children’s  exposure  to  violence,  poly-victimization,  and  adverse  childhood
experiences.  We will explore the impact of this exposure on the child and the community as a whole.
Finally we will  provide participants with an overview of several evidence-based treatments and best
practices when working with clients exposed to trauma.                                                              Therese Hugg

“Classroom Lessons with Physical Activity Incorporated”        Liberty/Manhattan

            (100 minutes)

Providing physical activity breaks during the school day are important to help children stay active and
focused.  Active children feel better and work better.  This session will  provide a brief insight in the
importance of physical activity.  Attendees will participate in activities that can be implemented in daily
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classroom lessons.  A list of resources and ideas will be provided to help you implement these strategies
during the school year. Kate Black and Judy Thomson

“ACT’s Next Generation Assessments:  ACT Aspire and ACT Profile” Van Gogh/Remington

Learn about ACT Aspire, ACT’s new 3rd – 10th grade online assessments available spring of 2014.  You’ll
also see a demo of ACT Profile, ACT’s new online career and planning tool that helps students pinpoint
their interests, values, and abilities, then populates an interactive career graph that shows students their
best career matches and the education paths that will get them there – and it’s free!

April Hansen

“Impact Counseling” (100 minutes) New York II

Carl will present information and practical examples of how to get to the level of understanding.  The
session will provide the participants ways to:  acquire strategies to enhance school standardized test
scores; learn 3 types of experiential activities and how to use them to enhance learning; examine timely,
relevant resources for future study; energize and recharge; practice proven techniques and activities for
making more in-depth counselor/learner connections; understand the important of team building and
group engagement to improve student success; take home new experiential tools to directly apply to the
individual teaching situation; examine the experiential learning cycle and the counselor’s role at each
stage;  relate  activity  center  teaching  to  accept  brain-based  learning  research;  identify  methods  for
putting fun  into  learning;  practice  and  understand  the  three  levels  of  effective  processing  and  the
relationship to desired learner outcomes.           Carl Olson

“Children’s Wellness and their Mental Health”   (100 minutes)             Picasso/Da Vinci

Learn about how eating healthy, exercise and supplements can help a child’s mental health, Valerie 
Meyers, MS. LPCC, Owner of the Kid’s Therapy Center LLC in Bismarck, will walk you through how she 
integrates wellness into her practice.  She will educate from assessment to utilization of supplements.

              Valerie Meyers

CONCURRENT SESSIONS: 9:00 – 9:50 a.m.

“Making Decisions . . . The Right Way”                 Renoir/Russell
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Making Decisions … The Right Way will provide participants with three fundamental tips for using data to
help  students  reach  their  full  potential:   identifying  red,  yellow  and  green  students;  developing
differentiated lessons in 5 minutes; building at-risk seating charts with purpose.              Dr. Cory Steiner

“ACT Engage:  Assessing Student Behavior for Success”     VanGogh/Remington

Learn and ENGAGE,  ACT’s  non-cognitive assessment  for  6th-9th grade and 10th-12th grade,  measuring
student  motivation,  self-regulation,  and  social  engagement.   ENGAGE  helps  schools  and   teachers
identify students at risk for non-cognitive behaviors that threaten their academic success, and provide
interventions early enough to help students succeed.                                   April Hansen

“Changes to Counselor Licensing Requirements”             Wyeth/Rockwell

We will review Administrative Rule changes to North Dakota Professional Counselor Licensure Law.

                      Paul Milner

10:00 a.m. NDCA Business Meeting/Door Prizes- - Galleria Ballroom

11:00 a.m. - - Jerry Balistreri, “Be a Kam”, Closing Speaker




